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Twister & Rocky Creek
Giovanni Guccione
Good morning camp!
This is the last day of the BME trip, and it is
everyone’s intention to have a good last bit of fun.
For me, that means going canyoning for the
first time!
The excitement grows only higher during the
approach to the first canyon, Twister, and the sound
of the first splashes from another group while our
team gets changed into wetsuits has a stronger effect
than a double shot espresso.
Soon we are all ready, and led by Rob we
venture through a first series of waterjumps and
slides. The name Twister is a deserved one: corner
after corner it is a succession of exciting features
carved by the water, each deserving two or more
strikes from the over-enthusiast Janet and a big,
passionate, ear-piercing scream from Clare.
Twister is a short canyon and we soon reach
sight of the other end, but in order to exit one has
to plummet in a small, circular pool, itself located a
few meters above the ground and followed by
another jump. Just this corner would make the
entire trip worthy, with the intimidation got from
above, the ecstasy got in diving into it, and the
admiration got from the view below as people
seemed to drop into an infinity pool lost in the
rainforest.
Out under the full sunshine, we take a short
break before walking to the next canyon, Rocky
Creek. Highlight is an amazing cake made by Janet,
following Clare’s recipe, and gallantly carried by
Garrick in his dry bag. Thanks, cake squad!
At the start of Rocky Creek we pause for a
brief moment to let another group exit from that
end. All of them are wearing harnesses, a fact that
would usually seem normal in canyons, but we knew
that neither of the ones in plan for the day had
abseils. Or at least we thought so until then.
Trustworthy of our own resourcefulness we
shrug all doubts and keep going forward, through the
longer swims that distinguish this canyon from the
previous one. Larger gullies also allow for group
waterslides, with the heads of everyone plunging one
after the other in a mixture of splashes and chuckles.
In going forward we explore a long, narrow
gorge with the cliffs climbing twenty meters high and
the light struggling to filter through even though the
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sun was high up in the sky. The dim glow playing
with the reflections on the water and the wet rock
was breathtaking, and no-one seemed to mind the
cold temperature of the water while swimming
through.
Soon it’s time for lunch, and as soon as we find
a spot where everyone can enjoy a personal sun ray
we hit our meals with great passion.
To exit we start go back, as the walk out branches
from the path connecting the two canyons. On our
way we notice something odd in the shallow water: a
blue lobster! Peter attempts to catch it, but the
lobster manages to escape through the murk left
behind us. But not all is lost, as we soon find another
one, although smaller, this time caught successfully
by Peter so that we could delight in examining its
features.
Out in the forest again, we get out of our
wetsuits and start to walk up towards the carpark.
At some point the path starts to become less
obvious, and soon after we realize that we might be
following a creek upstream that is different from the
one feeding into Rocky Creek. This diversion is the
most welcomed, though, as it allowed us to spot two
lyre birds exhibiting in a mid-afternoon concert. I
really wish they learned Clare’s shrieks for their
repertoire, which already included magpies,
cockatoos and… cats in excruciating pain?
Anyway, Rob and Garrick map out the area (I
wish I had their orienteering skills!) and in less than
nothing we are back on the right track, steep as
anguish itself at the end of this inspiring day.
But wait, the story is not over. Special mention
goes to an unexpected encounter that we made
while celebrating this exciting trip at the pub in
Blackheath. A lady who takes care of wildlife injured
on the road happened to be there in company of a
baby wombat! If you have never seen one so small,
just picture a small ball of cuteness on four legs, with
short fur and soft claws. Even if weeks old, baby
wombats have already a hardcore butt bone - don’t
cross them with your car, for this and countless
other obvious reasons.
All in all I can say that, if you are thinking about
doing a very fun and thrilling activity, canyoning is
definitely worth trying!

Acrostic Twister and
Rocky Creek
Allison Runk and Kate Jennings
Track scrambling
Wetsuits zipped
Is this Fern Gully?
Slippery rocks
Teetering
Eeeeeeeeeeeeekk screams Clare,
launching into the water
Really hope I
water proofed my pack...
Anyone for a snack?
Nature’s waterslides
Drop into deep water holes
‘Round bends
Over boulders
Cold water
Knee-deep
Yabbies orange and blue
Calls of the lyrebirds
Rustle of the water dragon
Eddies writhing
Exits hiding?
Kaplump!
Photos by Allison Runck
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Balloon Paddle
Amar Shah
Photos by Garrick Larkin

Kayaking is my new hobby, and one that I have been fascinated about since I joined the ANU Mountaineering Club six
months ago. I attended the Come and Try session and have been attending the weekday paddling sessions. The
primary reason is for the beauty of the views of the lake - and it provides a great company of skilful and lovely friends!
If your work or study is like mine, all day on a computer, I figured you really get help on your muscles due to the
counter movement of your arms.
Recently one such event was the trip to watch the Canberra Balloon Spectacle festival. After reading its
description on the ANUMC website I pictured exciting views before me, however I hesitated too, wondering if I
would really wake up at 6.30 in the morning. I decided to give it a shot, and that day after a close fight with my sleep, I
turned up about 10 minutes late. I gazed at the cars lined in front of the boat shed and felt happy that I made it. It was
a big crowd of 15 people.
Quickly I put on my life jacket and sprayskirt and picked a boat. The sun was just coming out and we were
ready with our enthusiasm and all our boats. The weather and wind were in our favour. So some of us took this
opportunity and picked white-water boats to add more to the adventure! (For those who don’t know, the whitewater boats are shorter in length than the sea kayaks and are difficult to use for a low current straight lines, or long
distance paddles.)
Our trip leader had asked us to not forget a silly hat. Now I read this as “Don’t forget your hat, silly boy!”
however there were some who had thought of it as “Don’t you forget that silly hat!” and had brought all sorts of hats.
It made the morning vibrant and colourful. Some had taken this further ahead interpreting as, “I would be silly to wear
this hat unless I wear this costume” and some twisted it to, “You don’t need a hat at 6.30am in the morning to prove
you are not silly”. I think it indicated that the ANUMC members come from all sorts of disciplines and we do not
think alike.
So after looking at the hats, we started paddling to the lake and turned towards the National Museum. There,
a spectacular view of the balloons launching was waiting for us. It was colourful and made it worth the wake up
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combined with the morning sky. Just while we were
enjoying this, one of the balloons struggled to lift up,
and flew just above us, prompting us to take our
cameras out. We then continued taking photos. The
best moment was the coming of the Skywhale – which
was universally applauded due to its artistic and
monster shape. I disagreed with its name though. It
looked more like a pig and a turtle combined to me.
Then we saw the one-legged pirate parrot, another
amazing artwork! The balloons kept coming up and
moved towards the other end of the lake after passing
through the lake.
After the balloons went up, as per the plan we
gathered at Spring Bank Island, locating a suitable place
to get in and to have our potluck breakfast. It was again
a time of relaxation, getting fresh air and sharing our
pre-cooked or no cooking required snacks. We ate
generously and appreciated the cooking skills of some
who had made pancakes and cookies to share their
love. It was all went so quickly that while returning
back to the boatshed around 8.30am I wondered what
a great morning it was! Kudos to everyone who
contributed to it.
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Sky
fire

Peter Schmidli
Photos: Richard Salmons
On Saturday March 15th,
Canberra saw Skyfire
2014. For the occasion,
ANUMC paddlers set
out in the late afternoon,
got the sea kayaks and
paddled out to Springbank Island for a BBQ.
On arriving, we all enjoyed the peaceful atmosphere and shared around
chips, fruit and cake.
When the time
came to get the BBQ
going, conversation
turned to rating sausages
by their fat content, as
we had forgotten to
bring olive oil. Having
eaten our BBQ food we
sat back down to enjoy
more snacks as we
waited for dusk.
As darkness fell,
we got back into the kayaks and paddled out to
Commonwealth bridge
for the fireworks display
that are Skyfire. Having
never been out on the
lake for Skyfire before, it
was definitely an awesome experience and the
views were spectacular.
We had full views and
got to avoid the crowds
(and we didn’t even have
to worry about parking).
Many thanks to all those
who participated.
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Surf Kayaking
Chris Capon
Photos Malte Willmes

Waking early on a Saturday morning is an awful thing...
unless you’re heading off to the beach. It gets even better
if your plans are to catch some waves while strapped into
a plastic tube of awesome (aka kayak). With this pseudomasochistic goal in mind, we set out at 7:30am in a convoy
headed for Broulee North. It is probably fair to say that it
is easier to herd cats than it is to herd a group of kayakers
looking for the best chop. Weather reports were for
showers and possible storms, which seemed to contradict
the blue skies on the drive toward the beach. Indeed,
during the trip, the off-handed joke was that the beach
must be over where the massive cloud bank was. It was
(-_-) … or to be more precise, it was to either side of the
chosen beach, which had beautiful weather! It also had a
lot of surfers.
Now for those who don’t know, the relationship
between surfers and kayakers is like that of the crocodile
and the hippopotamus. They have to share the same space
and food source (in our case waves) but they can both
accidentally hurt each other. Considering the number of
beginners in our group, it is fair to say we were the
hulking hippos, while the sleek group of surfers already in
the water were the crocodiles. Fortunately today the
hippos and the crocs got on well, with plenty of food for
all and only a couple of close calls.
Like boisterous puppies, the newbies were eager
to dash off into the waves, while the more experienced
kayakers paused long enough to give a few tips and pearls
of wisdom, which probably saved some wet exits and
averted a few hippo/croc collisions. Then we were off!
The waves, small and un-threatening from the beach,
suddenly became gigantic, moving mountains determined

to spin and roll you like a cork if not given enough
respect. Yet, when treated as they deserved, they became
jovial friends, carrying you toward the shore in a play of
froth. Turning you at the last moment just so you got the
chance to practice your low brace before you had to
begin the arduous process of paddling back out.
One wave in particular was so eager that, halfway
into the shore, it broke Chris’s paddle in half. With a yelp
of surprise, a splash of profanity and a cackle from Carl,
who was following close behind, Chris switched to a
canoe style paddle technique and soon got the chance for
his first wet exit of the day. When retrieving the other
end of the paddle, Carl soon found that it’s very hard to
roll with 1.5 paddles and promptly joined the wet exit
party. Waves also seemed to enjoy bringing two kayakers
together, with the most spectacular case being Ben rolling
to avoid an oncoming Annika, who then used the bottom
of his kayak to get some air time! Jenny, who had initially
felt a little timid, was catching waves in no time, while
Terry displayed the value of experience, darting around
effortlessly on the waves.
Exhausted and elated, we eventually called it a day
when the effort of pulling ourselves back out to the break
became too much. There was only one thing left to do,
indeed which must be done when you’re at the beach. It
was time for fish and chips! Joking, reminiscing and already
talking about planning the next trip out, we inhaled the
fantastic fish and chips at Malua Bay (or burgers in some
heretical cases) and then set out back to Canberra.
One thing is for certain, we’ll be back out soon!
So get your rolls down, your experience up and become
involved so you can come and join us!
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Blue Waterholes and Clarke's Gorge

Alana Wilkes

On 11-12 January, Peter led a bushwalking (bush-wading?) trip from Blue Waterholes in Kosciuszko NP. After a stop in
Cooma to pick up the Friday night party-goers, we put in a solid half hour's drive before stopping for ice cream in
Adaminaby, then continued on toward Blue Waterholes.
Setting out, we carefully rock-hopped across the first crossing, then took boots off for the second. By the
third, all were resigned to wet boots and we waded straight through, before stopping for a swim. We continued on to
a waterfall, for another swim and lunch. It was then time to head on to the confluence with the Goodradigbee River,
less than 2km away. However, the track beside the creek ran out and it was 3-4 hours of wading/clambering/sliding/
swimming before we reached the confluence. Settling down for a break in a clearing, it was quickly decided that it
would do just nicely as a campsite, instead of wading or bushbashing a few more hours to the hut, and another swim
solidified the decision.
A potluck dinner saw all manner of gourmet goodies surface: nachos; couscous and pomegranate salad; a
variety of pasta dishes; haloumi, bacon and greens salad; then finally rocky road and fruit salad. Then we settled into a
good sleep to the sound of running water, under the stars for some.
The next morning saw a leisurely start after bacon and eggs. Bush-bashing up the spur was considered
preferable to wading, and proved a good option as we arrived back up at the waterfall in a quarter the time it took us
to wade down the day before. Another swim at the waterfall, a look at a cave, then a few more swims, meant we took
almost as long to get back to the cars even without the wading, but it was January afterall.
The drive back was punctuated by a bit of wheel-spinning in the gravel, a flat tyre, brumbies and more pies and
ice cream in Adaminaby. Overall, a great weekend out and, with no shortage of creeks, tracks and fire trails in the
area, there'll be plenty of inspiration for more trips in the future.
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Munyang River Circuit
Alana Wilkes
Photos by Jason McQueen and Alana Wilkes

Not to be outdone by wet weather, the group of walkers (Andrew, Alex, Rob, Richard, Jason, Malte, Magda, Katie,
Leith and Alana) persisted and headed up to Guthega Power Station. The walk followed the western aqueduct trail
up past Snowy Hydro pipes, pumps and tanks and past the Horse Camp Hut, which made a good lunch spot. The rain
mostly gave way to mist and the alpine scenery, with wombats, yabbies and mountain grasshoppers along the way.
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Having had the luxury of bridges and crossings so far, wading across the Munyang River to get to the hut was a bit
fresh.
Tents were set up outside White's River Hut, before a wander up to Schlink's Pass in the returning rain. Returning to the hut, we got the fire going and shared a potluck feast of a fantastic variety of entrees, mains, dessert
and drinks that warmed from the inside out.
The following morning was leisurely, and saw a return to Schlink's Pass, a scramble part way up to 'Dicky
Cooper Bogong' in the fog and a walk down to the infamous Schlink Hilton. Returning to our packs, we walked back
down the valley to the cars and headed to Jindabyne in search of coffee. Thanks to all for a great weekend!
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Cragcare
Chris Capon
Our story begins with a group of bleary
eyed climbers turned landscapers for the
weekend as they set out for the Bluest of
Mountains on Saturday the 15th at 5:30
am. Now you’d think that a 4 hour drive
at such an ungodly hour in a car with no
aerial and won’t play music outside
suburbia would be, at best, bearable. At
worst, a mind numbing experience
usually reserved for statistic lectures
(sorry to anyone who enjoyed their
statistics lectures). Fortunately neither of
these appears to have been the case with
entertaining conversations on metaphysical concepts of the mind, consciousness, time and the
meaning of the present (among other things) with Suzy.
Pulling into the Shipley Upper carpark only a couple hours after the sun, we were greeted
with magnificent views and an overly energetic and enthusiastic Geoff, who set the tone for climbing
throughout the day. Humping it over to Shippley Upper on Grey Slabs and the Sandwich Wall, the
group promptly got down to the business of zipping up routes in a succession of flashes and
onsights. Tentatively starting out on a slabby route “Pompadour” (if you can call a 13 slab, slab...),
confidence quickly rose, moving to more entertaining 18-19 routes all along the crag. Geoff,
harnessing his enthusiasm and some mental fortitude for what was essentially a high-ball boulder
problem, dogged his way up a 22 called “These people are Sandwiches”. During this time, we also
met Gregory (aka Greg'osaur) the dinoing dinosaur, who provide some invaluable beta and
experience.
It was around lunchtime that the group noticed the thunderstorm racing towards them.
Beating a quick retreat to the cars, we paused briefly to watch a group who had pulled a rope
without untying a knot and their ensuing rush to retrieve the rope before the storm hit. After
verifying that our fellow climbers were going to be ok, we made it to the car as the torrential
downpour began. Indeed the rain was so fierce as to be comical... partly because we had yet to set
up camp. After attempting cross-car games of “rock paper scissors,” communication through
window fogging was used to determine the only logical course of action. It was time to go to the
Pub!
A pie and a trip to the bottle-o later the storm had subsided, passing as quickly as it came.
Our intrepid group snuck over to Bardens Lookout for some sunset lit cave routes which had
escaped the downpour. After dogging and swinging around what had been described as a “super
soft, jug haul of a 24” but is more accurately described simply as “a 24” (-_-) we decided to call it a
day.
That night featured trying to get damp/soaked wood to burn (with success), lamenting the
lack of marshmallows and drinking cheap (but surprisingly palatable) wine.
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Marshalling themselves the next
morning, our group meandered back over to
Shipley Upper with an enthusiasm to rival the
previous day. Mark from Cragcare introduced
Chris and Giovanni to building steps on Shipley
Upper. Meanwhile Suzy, Geoff and Manuel “the
Manly” were hard at work carrying rocks
around helping to define the track further
down around The Sandwich Wall.
It was only later in the afternoon, after
an amazing morning tea provided by Big John,
that disaster struck! In the process of moving
two rocks, Suzy got the tip of her finger caught.
What would later be found out to be a fracture
gave the group and some helpful members of
Cragcare (particular thanks to Damo and Rudy)
a chance to use some first aid, before our
unfortunate Suzy started to faint. Splitting into
two groups, Manly and Geoff stayed to help
finish up while Giovanni and Chris drove Suzy
home.
On the whole, a weekend filled with
climbing, drama, new friends and new
experiences. We can’t wait for next Cragcare
and look forward to seeing you there too!
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Redemption at Bunny Buckets
Warren Price
It’s a mild Blue Mountains winter’s day last year and I had just finished leading the second headwall pitch and second
last pitch of Bunny Buckets Buttress at Pierces Pass. It’s around 2pm and making great time swing leads with Phil, so
thoughts were drifting off to topping out and veg’ing for the rest of the arvo. Etienne was leading the first headwall
pitch belayed by Ian from the Cave when it happened.
The whipper of a fall resulting in a shattered ankle, drawn out helicopter rescue, topping out in the dark at
9pm and mild hypothermia from the helicopter down draft while Phil basks in the toasty’ness of my down jacket on
the ledge below (Yeah, thanks Phil).
Bunnies, as its affectionately known, is a 270m grade 18 with 8 pitches. Even though it is fully ring bolted, its
still gets full value with its 2 pitch abseil in and four of its pitches are graded at 18. The two headwall pitches are would
probably go as my most favorite 18 in the mountains.
Which brings us back to this year’s BME. Our 4 person group of Kate, John, Phil and myself had two people
who had not done Bunnies before but listened to me and Phil craping on to all and sundry about what a great climb it
was. I personally wanted to share the great climb with Kate and John, but also exercise some demons by actually
topping out in the daytime and also spend some time and reflect on that day.
The alarm clock loudly wakes me up at 6am and we quickly have some breakie and drive from the Megalong
camping area out to Pierces Pass. Damn it, there is another group of 4 climbers racking up. Not wanting to get stuck
behind another group on the abseil, I crack the whip and get us walking to the climb straight away so we can rap first.
After a straightforward abseil warm up, we get to the base of the climb and a quick team selfie. I am first to
lead with John belaying with Kate and Phil to follow in a group of 2 behind us. The very first move off the deck is a heel
hook bouldery start to gain the buttress for a warm up, it’s like a boxing uppercut and from the 1st belay I can hear
John grunting and cursing away at the first few moves and having a slight chuckle to myself.
We make really quick progress and reach the lunch ledge at the top of pitch 5 with the headwall pitches to
follow. Moment of truth and start leading out of the cave on the pitch where it all happened on that day last year.
Carefully under the roof I use a lot of 600 and 1200 slings to make sure there is as little rope drag as possible as the
pitch is a bit wandery.
Climbing doesn’t get too much better basking in 90 meters of vertical headwall with masses and masses of
perfect Ironstone jugs. We top out at 130pm, take some more selfies and walk back to the car park. Climbing doesn’t
get too much better than today. Great rock, great scenery that’s enjoyed with great friends ….. Oh and no helicopters
required.
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NATURAL SELECTION
Chris Elliott

I meet Lee in the Old Mountaineer’s Café. He has his
back turned to me, sipping a cup of tea, flicking through a
copy of Alpinist magazine. Issue #45. He looks strong, lean,
fast. He wears a buff over nape-length hair, sports a wiry
beard and wears all the right branded clothing.
Nottingham accent. A look in his eye like he’s ready for
anything.
I’d been down in Queenstown, ice and mixed
climbing on the West Face of the Remarkables – cragging,
hiking, traversing dodgy loaded gullies on the Queen’s
Drive, breaking trail through waist-deep snow to access
waterfall ice at Lake Alta… the usual. Getting some lowcommitment mountain mileage under my legs. The
weather and conditions in the Cook area had been
terrible lately and the right partner had been hard to
find so this three week stint in New Zealand had turned
into a training trip. I was fine with that, but by the end of
week two, four-pitch alpine cragging or dry-tooling on
drilled, spray-painted holds in a chossy cave just wasn’t
doing it for me anymore. I wanted to test myself, to
measure myself again in the mountains. I wanted to get
better… to get to know them. To move through them
efficiently and with an able, like-minded partner. If the
mountains came out bigger, as they always did, then
turning back was always fine but if a window presented
itself then I wanted to see just how far I could push my
limits.
Lee was in Cook village looking for a partner. I
was in Queenstown, with three days left before my flight
home. A textbook high pressure system was coming
through from the west. I was looking for an objective.
We toss up a few options. The MacInnes Ridge of
Nazomi. The Hilary Ridge of Mt Cook. Stunning lines lying
six to eight hours up the Hooker Glacier. Lee tells me
he’s climbed hard ice in Norway and I realise what we
should be trying. Ridge climbs are fun, but it is winter and
the ice on south-facing aspects where the real fun is to be

had right now. My thoughts turn to a peak I had seen in a
picture snapped by some heli-skiers near the head of the
Tasman Glacier. Mount Darwin and its broad south face.
Five hundred metres height gain – who knows how many
pitches of technical climbing. In my mind, I see runnels and
gullies of ice flowing from its summit. Unclimbed lines.
Darwin in winter. It seems like the perfect choice. The
natural selection.
We’ve decided on the mountain, the aspect. Now
all we have to do is get there. This will be an alpine style
effort, self-supported, walk-in, walk-out just like of old –
just like Tom Fyfe and his mates. What did Marty Schmidt
used to say about the Mt Cook gravy train flying in
halfway up the mountain to start climbing?… It’s cheating.
We go light, taking bivy equipment but leaving
most of the food behind. We plan for seventy-two hours
in the hills…. At a stretch. We take a dehydrated main
meal each, six sachets of energy gel and two muffin bars. If
we are gone for three days we will go without food on
one of them. Yeah sure, we are light. But as House
reminds us: “light and fast means cold and hungry”. At
least I have my sleeping bag. We’re not that light. I’d
actually almost forgotten it. But even if I had, so what?
Walter Bonatti and Amir Mahdi survived an open bivy at
eight thousand six hundred metres on K2. I’m sure we
would have been okay.
We kit up and within an hour we leave the
carpark. Skipoles out, I let him set the pace. He’s fast, fit
and he has the speed to prove the fifty kilometres he jogs
per week. I match his pace, comfortable, and we are away
into the fading afternoon light. We move like we’ve been
training partners for years. We round the terminal
moraine with the Caroline Face of Mount Cook looming
before us. It’s a nice aspect, pretty enough to be on the
New Zealand $5 dollar note. There’s a lot of history on
that face. The much-lauded first ascent by Gough and
Glasgow. Bill Denz’s ridiculous solo. And the less known
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enchainment of a new route on the right hand side by
Sveticic Miroslav, a visiting Slovenian. The snow hangs
heavy on the slopes of the Caroline. The seracs make her
look like a place you wouldn’t want to be. Big, white and
dangerous. I wouldn’t want to be there right now. And
why would you? It’s all been done before hasn’t it? Not
worth dying on a repeat from the 1970s. I’ll tell you what.
You can keep the Caroline Face and your $5 dollar note
and I’ll go find something new. Even if I do have to
moraine-bash for the next twelve hours.
Mount Darwin, situated near the head of the
Tasman glacier lies a long way upstream. Climate changeinduced glacial recession means the moraine walls have
grown higher, the easy-to-crampon white ice has
diminished to half of its initial size leaving in its wake only
the regurgitated detritus of geologic time – moraine. Piles
of loose rock, clumped together into mountains of barely-

“The white ice,” I state, categorically. That’s
where we’ll be going.
We trudge and moraine-bash. Nothing eventful.
Just walking, thinking about the climbing, calculating
timings, taking in the hulking shape of De La Beche ridge
dominating the skyline in the twilight. We bivy just before
the white ice begins. We don’t feel like navigating the
minefield in the dark. Sleeping bag out. Shuteye. I
remember not two years ago having a restless bivy on the
Sebastopol Ridge in winter because I was worried about
the easy climbing up Annette and Sealy to come. Tonight I
sleep like a hibernating polar bear… happy. I’m beginning
to feel comfortable in this environment. Not safe. It’s the
mountains isn’t it? Just comfortable. Confident.
We wake. We boil snow. Same old routine.
Camping’s fun isn’t it? We share half a muffin bar for
breakfast. Caramel flavoured filling. Still better than a
sachet of energy gel I reckon. Save those for later. For
when we need to get up Garbage Gully. We move. Good
cramponing for a time, turning to a plod in the midmorning melt. We stop on the hour for a sip or two of
water. We’ll get there. We pass the foot of De La Beche
ridge, the unlikely bivy rock perched precariously on the
edge of a moraine wall. We pass the Ranfurly glacier,
grinding and groaning on our left, teetering off the side of
the Western Minaret. Darwin and Darwin’s corner is in
view now. It feels like we’ve been specially-invited, like
we’ve been selected. Exactly what Darwin himself was
talking about. Not that we’re elite or anything. It wasn’t
Darwin who coined the phrase “survival of the fittest”…
that was Herbert Spencer. And he was wrong. The
process of evolution is more subtle than that. The
ecology in which animals thrive sifts and sorts rather than
culls and cuts. Evolutionary changes in gene forms do not
mean the production of “better” forms. We are no better
than anyone else. We have the same DNA as any
mountaineer, there’s just been a slight mutation. While
navigable choss, a veritable hellscape reminiscent of some are content to walk up low-angled, heavilyMordor minus the flames. To even access this moraine crevassed glaciers with massive objective danger on
and the glacier below the walking track we must descend Mount Cook, others look elsewhere for inspiration.
the moraine wall, picking our way down the loose scree Others look to transform themselves through the pursuit
that comprises a natural death trap known as Garbage of unclimbed, aesthetic lines, thinking outside the box, or
Gully.
in this context, thinking beyond the summit. Biologists call
From there it is a mere eighteen kilometres and this an ecological niche. We’ve selected this route, and I
fifteen hundred metres elevation gain and we will be at know already that it has selected us too. Natural
the base of the route. Thirty-six kilometre round trip. No selection.
heavy parcels of food weighing us down. I can’t see why
We plod on. I break trail. Lee follows. We switch.
we can’t do it in thirty-six hours. Even untrained, I can I plod along behind. Then it’s my turn again. Our
run forty in less than four.
workload is pretty equal. The angle of the slope steepens
Lee is an arborist and a die-hard climber. Strong as we start up the face. We begin daggering. Lee is
on rock, strong on ice and he runs a lot. Good. We will breaking trail at a quicker pace than me but I am still
move fast. Speed is of paramount importance for this trip. doing my share and distance. Every fifty metres or so we
Maybe as important as experience. What use is turn to the other: “want a go at breaking?”
experience if it takes you twice as long to plod up a low“Sure,” says the other. “Fuck no,” we’re actually
angle snow slope when you only have a two day weather thinking.
window?
We solo up through a snowpack that a skier would call
We descend Garbage Gully in the early hours of “perfect” and what a climber would call “perfectly
the evening. I slip and slide down it, Lee practically fucked”. Plod. Plod. It’s all hard work. It’s all good fun.
glissades. I never get better at moraine walls.
You play the game, you trash your body. The angle
“How far do you reckon we’ll get tonight?” Lee steepens, then it turns to hard snow, than snice – a snowice composite… and now we are climbing properly.
asks as we look over the hellscape before us.
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Suddenly our energy has returned. Now we’re going up,
not just at the mountain face.
Lee strikes real ice with one tool and whacks his
other into a fresh blue sheet. It’s real ice now, but still not
gnarly enough to warrant a rope. Particularly since the
run-off beneath us seems a beginner’s hill compared with
some of the shrund-filled nightmares strewn around the
park. Ever the good partner, Lee looks down as he climbs
away: “are you happy to do this bit unroped?”
It looks okay. “Yeah I guess so,” I reply. “We’ll
find out soon enough won’t we?” I grin.
He climbs twenty more metres to a stance. Time
to rope up now. Lee places some screws and I flake the
rope. The first pitch is eighty metres of solid ice climbing.
Steep with some vertical steps. Lee, guns away again.
Crunch, crunch, crack, crack. Methodical. It’s nice to
watch. Not a mis-swung tool. I follow, and with a gloved
hand as I reach the ramp start of the vertical section I
touch the ice. The ice is old, blue, perfectly plastic – as if
someone had wrapped a sapphire in melted cling wrap. I
snap a picture of my feet to gauge and appreciate the
steepness of it all later. Then I climb. Every tool strike
sinks deep, my tools darting in and out of the ice like a
pair of herons snatching at a fish. My footwork is good,
my arms are fine. My body is at balance. Good good.
Right tool high. Move feet. Left tool high. Move feet.
Keep those heels low. Ha! Ice climbing is easy.
Ice. The ephemeral medium. Where climbing rock
is a collection of sequences waiting to be unlocked, ice is
a blank canvas waiting to be painted on, a mass of
hardened watery nothing, in want of an artist. But the art
of climbing ice is no ballet or portrait class. Leave the
ballet for the sport climbers. This is the Dance of the
Neanderthals.
With the steep crux of the route below us, I take
the lead on a pitch of seventy-five degree ice. I feel good.
Comfortable. Like I belong here. The mountain has done
its sifting and sorting and it hasn’t tossed me off. I’ve been
selected. I climb away, one tool at a time, my head in the
game. I am exactly where I want to be right now –
halfway up a new route on a remote mountain at the
heart of the Mount Cook National Park. I place some
screws in some less-than-great ice and back the anchor up
with my hunkered-in tools. I pull Lee up. It’s a pretty crap
anchor but I don’t feel scared. We’re solid. No one is
going to fall.

We simul-climb a snicy couloir leading to a snowy
ridge, moving faster now as the light starts to go. It would
be nice to get off before dark. Tools sunk into hard neve I
dig deep, starting to feel the burn in my calves. A twelve
hour walk in and a two hour bash up snow slopes will do
that to you operating on two muffin bars and half a
dehydrated meal. Well, I did have a packet of chips in the
car before we left. Lee, on the sharp end again, crests the
ridge, buries a useless snow stake in powder for a belay
and brings me up. I drop a screw… damn… and downclimb to retrieve it, angry at the ten metres and five
minutes we have lost. I want perfection. That electrical
energy flowing through the rope that Twight and House
spoke about as they flowed up the Slovak Direct on
Denali in sixty or so hours.
But we are flowing. One piece of gear doesn’t stop the
flow. It’s just an obstruction around which the water
eddies… a boulder over which the glacier folds. We’re
moving quickly now, chewing up terrain… happy. We’re
both having fun, even if the sky is going a little pink. I meet
him at the snowstake and we size up the eighty or so
metres remaining. The headwall beyond the ridge yawns
before us. Sixty degree ice. Perfectly formed. Blue, plastic,
the lot. We simul-climb. Partly because we know we can
and partly out of necessity. Who wants to get benighted
when there’s an option to… not be benighted?
My crampons crunch happily against the ice. I
have trouble getting one of the ice screws out. Its thread
doesn’t seem to catch. It’s old and obviously well used.
Lee doesn’t seem to mind. He bashes out a stance and
takes in the view. A panorama of all the great peaks of the
Tasman. Aoraki and his ilk in the distance, Malte Brun at
our backs. The generously-icinged slice of wedding cake
that comprises De La Beche and the Minarets. My calves
are really burning now, and the angle isn’t easing. We are
simul-climbing on sixty degree ice. Great ice. Hard to fall
really. But I’m starting to get a bit scared. Lee is over the
summit cornice now, disappearing from view. No doubt,
there’ll be a body belay awaiting me at the top. My legs
are pumping now. My arms though – they’re feeling fine.
That’s a good thing right? Flashpump in the wrist would
be bad news in a position like this. Come on stay with it. I
pause for a moment – stab myself a stance with a sideturned boot and rest for a moment. You’re not on the
West Face of the Remarkables anymore Chris. This is the
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causes us to leave it in the first place. As I kicked steps
into snow-glued scree up Garbage Gully, I think about
what lies beyond the precipitous moraine wall. Food,
shelter, a bed, Ellie. All the comforts.
And then, as we crest the moraine wall and take
the first steps toward Ball Shelter I turn my back and gaze
back up the Tasman Glacier to see De La Beche ridge
gleaming in the mid-morning sun. Thinking about it now,
you don’t have to be Ueli Steck to head into the
mountains and put up a great, untrodden climb. You just
need imagination, passion and determination. The
mountains have always been a place for normal people.
People that are just seeking something aesthetic,
something pure, something worthwhile and free in nature.
It’s not about how hard or how easy, how dangerous,
how bold or what anybody else thinks of the climb you
did. It’s just about you and a piece of rock and ice and
snow. Nothing else matters. For me, climbing is about
exploration – exploring new terrain in the big wide world,
mountains, in August. I suddenly feel exposed, a small exploring new terrain within yourself. Beta, maps and
pang of fear fills me. There you are Terror, my old nemesis.
topos are for those wanting to do repeats but for me
But I’m in control. That’s what I want from there is no better feeling than cranking your way up virgin
climbing. It’s not that I’m not afraid, it’s just that I like the ground.
feeling of controlling one’s fear, mastering one’s self. I top With the Caroline Face now at our backs, I think about all
out. Lee is there to greet me, a grin on his face. We shake the other proud lines that remain in the Mount Cook
hands. Fuck yeah, first ascent. We head down to the glacier National Park. Come to think of it, why would anyone go
with the orange sky split by the flames of a dying sun, up the Caroline Face when Bill Denz soloed it forty years
branching off to our left. We’re back at the rock where ago with nothing but a jam jar full of water? Trail blaze
we cached some gear in an hour and at the edge of the elsewhere… there’s still so much left to do in the park. A
white ice in three. Another bivy and then another horrid repeat on the Caroline isn’t worth the $5 it’s printed on if
moraine bash the next morning.
you ask me. But I’d pay $5 dollars for the route we just
I complain about repacking a tiny pack with all the climbed. It was, after all, the right choice. The natural
gear we’ve taken, about not being able to fit in the static selection.
line even though I was able to when we walked in forty First Ascent of “Natural Selection” (IV), Mt Darwin,
hours ago. Lee calls me out for being a whiner. He has a Upper Tasman Glacier. 19 August, Lee Mackintosh, Chris
point. Sometimes, the desire to return to Civilisation after Elliott.
time in Nature can be as strong as the yearning which caugustelliott.wordpress.com
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ACTRA Spring Rogaine - October 2014
James Painting
Photos by Melanie Stamell

The ACTRA Spring Rogaine turned out to be one of the more scenic events on the rogaining calendar this year. Situated in the
Bournda National Park, the event offered participants a choice of either 6 or 12 hours to explore stunning coast views and lush
green vegetation, in perfect weather. Wildlife spotted included an echidna, kangaroos, a wombat, red-bellied black snakes,
pelicans and goannas (pronounced ‘iguanas’ if you’re a Kiwi).
A number of ANUMC members made the trip to the South Coast (list below) and each team created their own story
as they ran along the beach, bush bashed through thick scrub and vines and generally ran, walked, waded and crawled through
the bush in the hunt for the elusive controls. At the end of the event, weary participants gathered at the Hash House to share
stories over delicious food. Andrew and Jo Lee learned that it’s probably not a good idea to wade through a creek where a
swing rope is set up (i.e. where the water is deep enough to jump into). Mark Euston experienced the dizzying high of oxygen
deprivation and physical exhaustion after running with champion orienteer Lizzie Ingham. After all the stories were shared,
mistakes laughed over and bellies satisfied, we retired to our tents for the night.
Once again ANUMC members proved they can compete with the best. Mark and Lizzie took first place in the mixed
open category in the 6 hour event, whilst Laure Gauthiez Putallaz and David Anderson-Smith (in his first rogaine) came first in
the mixed open category in the 12 hour event.
ACTRA did a terrific job organising and setting the event, and all
competitors appreciated the tasty food provided by Hartley Life Care and the
camping at Hobart Beach Campground. The following ANUMC members
participated in the event:Andrew Lee, Joanne Lee, Mark Euston, Laure Gauthiez
Putallaz, David Anderson-Smith, Rebecca White, Melanie Stamell, James Painting,
Jennifer Bauer, Simon Foster, Craig McConnochie, Michael McCluskey (Volunteer
First Aid Officer)
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Jerrarara!
Melanie Stamell
Photos: Jin-Jin Cong & Alex Dudley

A 6:00 am start for a trip that doesn't involve skiing?
Are you kidding? - I didn't say it, but I was thinking it. I
was thinking it even harder the morning of, when I was
bitterly awake at 5:30 am. Still, I've felt like this before,
when every cell in my body is saying 'don't go, you
don't really want to go' and I'm asking myself, 'do I
even like canyoning?'. At 5:30 in the morning, I can
pretty safely say that I don't. Fortunately, I don't listen
to myself at 5:30 in the morning. I just roll out of bed,
get dressed and have faith that in a few hours, I won't
feel this way.
So, a few hours later I'm walking uphill (the
injustice!) to the start of Jerarra Creek canyon. The
group consists of:
Josh (leader apprentice) acting as Leader
Jin (our fearless leader) as Barely Competent Co-leader
Gabriela (co-leader) as Annoying Newbie who doesn’t
know much and probably won’t ever show up again
Melanie (attendee) as myself
and sweet Alex (student club member!) as Alex
Alter-egos (italicised) were deemed necessary
in order to haze / groom Josh for a future position as a
club endorsed canyoning leader. Josh was pretty cool
with this (an admirable leadership quality!), despite being
suspicious that something was going to go down. He
was right of course, because right at the start of the
canyon is a great big abseil!
The Jerrara Creek canyon consists of five
abseils, the final of which is an 80 m epic, before joining
up with Bungonia canyon. At the first abseil, Jin
(Barely Competent Co-leader) took the opportunity to
desert her character for a while in order to
demonstrate a new way of rigging that she'd learned on
a previous Canyoning Skills course.
Quiz (sorry, I've just finished reading Gone
Girl) : Why settle for a backed up butterfly knot when
you can use two backed up Munter hitches (plus a
few)?
a) Because you could lower an injured /
unconscious person down the cliff face!
b) Because the anchor looks really
complicated and you can really impress your peers
c) Because you started the canyon ridiculously
early and you think you have all the time in the
world....
d) all of the above
Answer: 'd'.
The actual abseil was great fun, involved a
waterfall and ended directly in the water. Jin was first
down the abseil and somehow managed to keep herself
dry while getting in a position to belay people.
She took that opportunity to eat a sandwich that she'd
earlier stashed in her pocket, but unfortunately
dropped it into the river. By the time I managed to
rescue the sandwich, it proved inedible.
Despite our very early start, we were going
much more slowly than we should have been, so by
the time we were all down that first abseil, Gabriela
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and Jin Jin, had shed their barely used alter-egos and became the efficient and
experienced trip leaders that they're much better suited to. However, not
before Alex 'claimed' to have rope burn on her hand and Josh
(leader) recommended that she suck it up (note: the correct answer involved
suggesting she use another carabiner with her abseil advice to add friction). (Ed:
actually Josh suggested she add a self belay prussik, which would also work.)
About half way down the canyon I spotted a camouflaged metal
container, locked to a tree that sits on a pinch point on the river. Inside the
metal container was a Geo Cache!!! Unfortunately, we didn't have anything to
contribute to the geo-cache, so we left its contents alone and moved on.
We had lunch at the top of the 80 m abseil, most of us thinking that
we'd reached the end of the canyon and unaware that we still have a couple of
abseils left to do once we reached Bungonia canyon. The 80 m abseil itself was
pretty epic and time consuming, mainly because the bolts that we were relying
on were rusty and did not inspire confidence. Jin led the way down to the first
set of super rusty bolts and, after some deliberation with Gab, decided to
bypass those bolts and head straight down to the next set of dodgy bolts (plus
one good one) which were about halfway down the abseil.
While all the rigging faff was going on, I took the opportunity to lie at
the top of the cliff and fall asleep
like properly asleep (it was
glorious!). However, all good things must come to an end and so some time
later I found myself tied in to a set of relatively good bolts, perched on a steeply
sloping rock face halfway down the cliff, along with everyone else in the
group. I found the experience quite entertaining, though Alex didn't like it very
much. It turns out that Alex doesn't like heights when combined with large
open spaces, so she spent most of the time trying not to throw up and
occasionally whimpering (it was pretty cute).
The actual abseils were great, because they were long and the views
were amazing. I was particularly stoked because I realised that I was entering
Bungonia canyon from a location that, two years ago, I had only stared at in
awe. The 80 m abseil ends in a giant pool of water, separated from Bungonia
Canyon by a thin wall of rock. When you're doing Bungonia canyon, it's easy to
walk right past this wall of rock and not even suspect what is on the other side.
Once we were all down, Josh, Gab and Jin started pulling, flaking and
tying the rope up. It was a beautiful moment of team work (Alex and myself
provided commentary). After a while Jin started yelling and we realised that the
rope had stopped pulling though! No amount of flicking or tugging could get it
unstuck. The rope had managed to become wrapped around a boulder, on a
ledge about 15 m above the pool, and we realised that we'd either have to cut
the rope, or climb up and free it. After a thorough discussion on how
we might get the rope down, followed by an equally thorough risk assessment,
Jin very safely scaled up the side of the cliff face and managed to free the rope.
She then very carefully and safely down climbed into the pool :) She was the
epitome of competent cool!
Then, finally, we were in Bungonia canyon! Feeling pushed for time,
we flew down the remaining abseils and over a very extensive boulder
field before commencing the dreaded and insanely steep Bungonia walk
out. However, by the time we reached the insanely steep walk out, we'd
turned it into such an epic in our minds that we were pleasantly surprised at
how not quite never-ending and not quite vertical the walk out actually is. Finally,
at 10 pm we were back in Canberra, which was about 4 hours after we'd
originally anticipated.
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Quiz: Got a light?
Upon looking at the ANUMC trip calendar you notice that someone has posted a mountain biking trip for this
coming Thursday night. Do you:
a) Sign up straight away and then call your potential beau to reschedule that dinner date you'd lined
up. After all, you reason, if your date can't accommodate your extra-curricular activities then you don't have
a future together anyway.
b) Tut tut, tell yourself that SOME people have to work the next day. Besides, there's a new episode of
Border Security being aired that night and you're pretty sure they're going to show someone trying to smuggle
in fruit and veg. Outrageous!
c) Sign up, knowing that you're more than likely going to forget about it come Thursday and not
actually show up. However, simply the act of signing up has made you feel more proactive and like you're
actually doing something fun and healthy, which is a good thing, right?
d) Lament the fact that daylight saving time hasn't kicked in yet and your poor student / un / under
employed lifestyle can't stretch to accommodate a set of mountain bike lights.... You sign up for a committee
meeting instead.
If you answered D, you might want to consider: Torches mounted to your helmet and/or handlebars!
There are three main reasons why you might want to consider using flashlights mounted onto your helmet or bike rather
than using a purpose built mountain biking system. These are:
High quality to cost ratio – Torches are generally a lot less
expensive than headlights, meaning you can get a better
quality torch for your money than you could a headlight. In
addition to better performance, a high quality torch will last
longer, meaning less material throughput (landfill) and more
money saved!
Versatility – With an appropriate mounting system, the torch can
be used as a head torch, otherwise is can act as a hand held
torch. If the torch is decent and waterproof then you can use it
in other sports, such as canyoning or caving.
Cable free – Cables, particularly long ones that attach to hip
mounted battery packs, can be a pain in the ass and are also a
common source of faulty connections.
The internet will tell you there are lots of great flashlights out
there, so how do you determine which one to buy? You could
do a lot of online research, check out reviews and then buy one
to test out at home, OR you could trust an ANUMC club
member who has done all of that already and just buy
whatever she buys. Employing the latter strategy, I recommend the SE- 2 1 x18650 Balder flashlight!
The SE- 2 1 x18650 Balder flashlight was chosen for its durability, battery life and brightness (500 Lumen). It’s actually
waterproof (up to 1 m), making it suitable for sports other than mountain biking, such as canyoning. It uses an 18650
battery, which is currently the bees knees of lithium ion batteries and the same type that powers your laptop.
Each torch is mounted onto the helmet using two elastic rubber bands (duct tape would probably work too).
Depending on the shape of your helmet, the angle of the light is pretty much exactly where you want the light pointed
when mountain biking. If the angle isn’t right, try wedging something under it. If you want to get fancy, or need to
mount the torch on your handlebars, you could try any of the generic flashlight mounts available from ebay or Deal
Extreme.
I personally use two of these torches mounted onto my helmet. Other people prefer to use one on the helmet with an
additional light (not necessarily the same type) mounted onto the handlebars.
Considerations:
It can be a pain to mount the torch on and off your helmet or handlebars using elastic bands.
Two on a helmet can get a bit heavy, but it’s not unbearable
Where and how do you get one?
Torch: You can buy the torch by following this link: http://www.cnqualitygoods.com/category.php?id=72. The price $33.
Delivery is around 4 weeks.
Charger: You’re looking for a charger that works for 18650 batteries. Deal Extreme (DX.com). Price: $7
Mounts: thick elastic bands are sold in most supermarkets. Try Deal Extreme for purpose built, generic light mounts.

Melanie Stamell
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Banana, Chocolate & Coconut Cake - A recipe adapted from Stephanie Alexander
by Clare Paynter

125 g butter
1.5 cups raw sugar
2 eggs
1 cup mashed ripe banana - the grosser the better. Approximately 2 bananas
A few drops of pure vanilla
250 g plain flour
1 tsp bicarb soda
½ tsp salt
1 tsp cinnamon
½ tsp allspice
½ cup coconut cream
½ block dark chocolate, chopped
½–1 cup shredded coconut

Line loaf tin with baking paper. Heat oven to 180C. Cream butter and sugar for as long as can be
bothered, beat in eggs, banana and vanilla.
Add dry ingredients, sifted if you’re
keen, alternating with coconut cream.
Once all done, stir through chocolate
and coconut.
Bake for around 1 hour, or until an
inserted skewer comes out clean.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2014
OVERVIEW OF THE YEAR:
2014 marked the 30-year anniversary of the first Australian ascent of Mount Everest, an expedition that featured members of the ANUMC and is
proudly remembered as part of the history of our club. As in previous years, O-week was a fantastic start to 2014 membership year. We signed up
hundreds of new and existing members during the week and held the “Come and Try Day” for the second year running. Despite a huge volume of
rain, this was a very well attended event with almost all activities represented. This event has now been cemented into the ANUMC calendar and
ANU Sport is very enthusiastic to help us advertise this event in 2015.
Successful outcomes continued as the year progressed. In particular, we have benefited from an increase in the number of trips, particularly in the
areas of mountain biking, mountaineering, rogaining (with a club member placing in almost every event this year) and kayaking. This increase is a
direct result of our dedicated and organised trip leaders, who form the backbone of the club. The executive also received a wide array of excellent
proposals for the 2014 Expedition and Adventure Fund, and looks forward to seeing some of these trips come to fruition.
We have also had a greater emphasis upon training and safety; with a number of club activities make use of the skills and training fund and
ultimately increasing the standard of club trips. The company “Risk, Response and Rescue” decided to include the ANUMC into their “giving back”
program and provided a 2 day vertical rope rescue course free of change. We hope that this is the start of a long-term engagement with the club.
Furthermore, the climbing wall has seen regular ropes training and pulley testing evenings, which have furthered skills development without the
associated time and money of a weekend training program. All of these events are beneficial to the club.
We have also developed a more positive relationship with the ANU Boat Club, with a meeting of the ANU Boat Club executive as well as the
ANUMC kayaking leaders. This will lead to a greater push for better resources with ANU Sport and has improved communication channels on the
ground this year.
Finally, the club website is an invaluable resource for the club as we know it, and this year has seen significant development on the new and much
improved version. First and foremost, thanks must go to Nic Fox for his tireless effort, as well as the many other volunteers who have met on a
fairly regular basis this year to merge content and built greater capabilities. Pierre-Do Putallaz, Laure Gauthiez-Putallaz, Mark Euston, Alana
Wilkes, Robert Hayes, and Giovanni Guccione have all contributed time here and should be commended. We look forward to testing the new
website in the coming months and seeing it come to life for the 2015 membership year.
CHALLENGES:
Climbing Wall:
In late 2013, ANU Sport informed our club that we would be required to pay a hire charge for the use of the climbing wall, increasing yearly over a
three-year period. The club responded by implementing a Climbing Levy to our membership structure, which allowed the club to meet this annual
hire charge as well as recouping the funds from those who directly use the resource. Thanks must go to John Tang and a number of climbers in
the club in their assistance in forming this structure. Unfortunately, ANU Sport gave the club little notice that compulsory minimum membership
fees were also increasing in order to meet this hire charge, and therefore the climbing levy was scrapped several days before Market Day.
Trip Safety:
2014 has seen a considerable review of the safety of a number of club activities. Trad climbing trips are currently sent to the executive for final
approval, and this has caused some issues in terms of the timeliness of the approval process. Concern was also raised by the Canyoning Officer
with regards to making decisions on the safety of trips. As a result, two canyoning forums were held this year, producing a short list of clear
canyoning guidelines that should be followed to improve the safety standards of club canyoning trips. Many thanks to Gabriela Scheufele and the
other canyoning leaders for producing this, which will be available on the website.
Volunteer resources:
The beginning of the year is a particularly busy time for the club, with a busy canyoning season, Market Day, Come and Try Day, the Blue
Mountains Extravaganza, organising the new committee and other events taking a substantial amount of volunteer time. This year, the annual
coast weekend did not happen due to an absence of someone prepared to organise it. The high frequency of events in the early part of the year
take a significant toll upon volunteers in our club, and every year it remains a challenge to distribute this workload effectively without burning out
volunteers.
EXECUTIVE AND COMMITTEE
The 2014 Executive consisted of Clare Paynter, Robert Hayes, David Powell, Alana Wilkes, Lauren Bartsch, Giovanni Guccione and Lyle Halliday.
Each member of the Executive took on the demanding roles of organising integral club events including Market Day, Come and Try Day, the Blue
Mountains Extravaganza, as well as attending bi-monthly meetings. I would like to thank Lauren, Alana and Dave for guiding and assisting me as
President. I would also like to thank Rob Hayes for being an ever-reliable Vice-President, particularly in the latter half of the year as my time spent
on thesis and job applications increased.
Committee meetings were held monthly at members’ houses and were well patronised throughout the year, with many positive outcomes.
CLUB TRIPS
The 2014 trip calendar featured 358 trips. We had 64 trip leaders and 275 members attend one or more trips throughout the year. Notable aspects
included:
The dedication and good attitude of those who continued the tradition and attended the 2014 Cocktails on the Castle, which was first delayed
due to a substantial fire and then held in extremely hot weather;
Regular rope training courses, furthering skills development at the ANU climbing wall;
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The huge number of accessible and interesting kayaking trips, including sunrise paddling, kayaking and then bouldering at the NLA, the annual
Skyfire paddle, and regular trips to the Kingston foreshore;
Mountain biking, for really taking off in 2014: Special credit to Janet Street for her enthusiasm and consistency, Mel Stamell for her many trips,
and the members of the MONT team for furthering the momentum;
Mountaineering, for having the two-part course very well received for the second year running;
All of the skiers, for maximising what has been one of the best snow seasons in years; and
The belay courses and general organisation of the climbing wall: Significant credit must go to John Tang and his dedicated wall officers for
running the wall so smoothly.
COMPETITIONS
ANUMC members have won a category in every ACTRA rogaine this year:
Summer Twilight 3hr Rogaine: 4 ANUMC teams, including the winners of the women’s category, Clare Paynter and Janet Street;
Paddy Pallin 6hr Rogaine, Namadgi: Laure Gauthiez-Putallaz and Mark Euston beat 80 teams to win the mixed open category;
Googong Dam 3hr: Michael McCluskey, Charlotte Petersen and Lee Rice won the mixed open;
Spring 6hr: Mark Euston was in the winning team, Laure Gauthiez-Putallaz and David Anderson-Smith won the mixed category;
ACT Champs 8hr: Peter Luk, Andrew Koolhof and Maya Wilkinson won the mixed category;
Night/Day/Cycle Rogaine: Marco Ernst, Kristen Walker won the mixed category.
The club also embraced the Sri-Chinmoy events once again, with participation in the Jindabyne multisport and Canberra 101:
Sri Chinmoy Multisport, Jindabyne: The team of 7 came 5th in their category, with Tim Crockford achieving the fastest time for the category;
Sri Chinmoy 101: The club entered two teams, and Mark Euston placed the fastest time for his leg.
Additional events:
Jasmine Rickards and Mel Stamell participated in the Kosciuszko Tour XC Ski Race, taking out the fancy dress prize;
Wildside Adventure Race: IB Bandits and Bearhunt participated (both with club members) in a 5-day, 420km epic in early October.
CONGRATULATIONS TO:
Garrick Larkin and Claire Fraser who gave birth to Edgar in August (and then took him to the snow!);
David Powell and Robyn Whipp who were married in September and are expecting a baby soon;
Jasmine Rickards and Sven Howorth who are also expecting a baby soon.
FUNDRAISING AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Lauren Bartsch has done a superb job, maintaining our strong involvement in the outdoor community with food and drink supplied for Reel Rock
as well as talks by Tim Macartney-Snape, Andrew Lock, and Mike Law. Regular social nights have also been a success. Barbeques and other
social events have also been a regular occurrence this year, to the benefit of members.
SUMMARY
The ANUMC has had successful year and has provided a great platform for the new Committee to plan for 2015. The new Executive will be
elected at the upcoming AGM and a new Committee will be appointed in the coming weeks. I trust that these positions will continue to be filled by
dedicated members of the ANUMC and that 2015 will be another great year for the club.
This is the final year of my studies at the ANU, and in January next year, I will be relocating to Melbourne to begin my career. Joining as a relative
beginner from the tropics in 2011, I have spent four wonderful years in the ANUMC. I maintain that my involvement in this club has been defining
aspect of my university experience, and I am grateful for the experiences I have gained skiing on the main range, canyoning through the Blue
Mountains and working with the incredibly talented and dedicated members of the executive and committee.
I would like to specifically thank the members of the executive and committee in supporting me as President this year. It has been a busy year with
a lot to juggle, however I think it is very important that the leadership of the ANUMC comes from a diverse background, and an undergraduate
student is certainly one of them.
Clare Paynter
ANUMC President 2014
EXECUTIVE 2014
President - Clare Paynter
Vice-President - Rob Hayes
Treasurer - David Powell
Secretary - Alana Wilkes
Social Officer - Lauren Bartsch
General Officer - Lyle Halliday
General Officer - Giovanni Guccione
Thanks to the executive, committee, trip
leaders and all volunteers for making things
happen.

COMMITTEE
Mountaineering officer: Peter Luk
Canyoning officer: Gabriela Scheufele
Mountain Biking officer: Janet Street
Climbing officer: Laure Gauthiez-Putallaz
Bushwalking officer: Joshua Petrass
White Water Kayaking officer: Jessica Hancock
Sea Kayaking officer: Michael McCluskey
XC Skiing officer: Nick Ward
Rogaining officer: James Painting
Epic Editors: Jin Jin Cong, Jessica Hancock & Nick Ward
Web Officers: Pierre Dominique Putallaz, Nic Fox, Rhiannon Jenkins
Gear Store Officers: Gabriela Scheufele, Jack Chenoweth, Rhiannon Jenkins, Jin Jin
Cong, Mark Euston, Garrick Larkin, Chris Capon
Climbing Wall Officers: John Tang, Etienne Murgues, Michael Ellerman, Adam Huttner,
Dan Challis, Fred Hayes, Emma Trumble, Ian Carter, Ben Young, Andrew Macdonald
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